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bisco Student Research & Development Project Outline 

Project Title: bisco – 22 Fire Animation 

Introduction 
bisco’s objective is to revolutionise the building industry by developing a technology that will become the operating 
system of the industry.  Our software technology improves the flow of information through the building industry to 
increasing productivity and efficiency.  Most building projects start in an electronic format as a CAD model but the 
output is largely paper based.  Anyone needing to work with information based on the original design, builders, 
roofers, frame manufacturers, fire engineers, etc all must recreate the information in their systems to complete their 
work on the project.  This a manual process re entering the design information into various computer applications 
to finalise aspects of the building design or estimate the materials and labour required.  This manual recreating of 
the original design adds cost, time delays and introduces human error. 

bisco have developed a technology that automatically extracts the key information from various CAD applications, 
standardise it and then make it available to other bisco modules or external applications to create cost estimates, 
specification documents, develop time schedules, analyse the building. 

We created the application as a development framework so that it provides a rapid development environment.  This 
technology is world leading and has enormous potential.  This project will assist by adding module of functionality 
to the core bisco system. 

Project Description 
bisco are working with AUT, BRANZ, and Canterbury University to develop an interface to the BRANZFIRE fire 
modelling application.  bisco will pass to BRANZFIRE information about the building design and material and 
BRANZFIRE will model what happens if different types of fires occur in different parts of the build.  The 
BRANZFIRE model determines things like the speed of the fire development, generation of smoke, the spread of 
flames and smoke to other parts of the building and so on.  They do this using advanced fire modelling algorithms 
that present the results in graphical or tabular formats. 

What we’d like explore in this project is can we take these outputs and represent them as 3D animations within the 
bisco 3D viewer which is written using OpenGL the viewer and displays the 3D model of the building stored in a 
modified XML format.  We would pass to you data about the location of the fire, what type of fire it is, and data on 
how the fire develops with the ensuing smoke.  The focus of this project is the development of a realistic fire and 
smoke animation driven by the data we would pass from BRANZFIRE.  This could be finding some existing 
OpenGL fire and smoke models and figuring out how to drive them using a data file or stream. 
Project Objectives 

• Document the user requirements 
• Research, review and document methodologies and approaches 
• Determine the best approach 
• Scope the system requirements including the potential scheduling outcomes, user inputs required, user 

interface requirements, reporting. 
• Determine the scope of the prototype system 
• Develop an implementation of this approach to plug into the bisco framework. 

Technical Constraints 
Technologies to be used: 

Implementation: 
OpenGL within the bisco Framework (scripting and XML format) using components supplied by 
bisco unless agreed otherwise 
Coding to bisco standards 

IDE / Development Software: 
We developed the bisco 3D viewer in OpenGL using GL Scene and Delphi but other development 
environments could be just as relevant to this project. 

Particulars 
The person will work with Wilson Siringoringo a PhD researcher based at AUT and the bisco team of developers 
and business analysts based in Onehunga.  This ensures that all support for the student is in place and the student 
will gain real world work experience.  bisco has a successful record of working with students so far having 
successfully completed four masters projects and eight undergraduate projects with three different universities. 
There is a possibility of funding for this project from TechNZ but these much are harder to secure than in the past. 
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